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Hypno-Adventuring
Role Playing Games in Trance
David Brager

As if Freud was not accurate enough, the Ego and the Id really are the basis for hypnotic
thought. When a person is in an awake (conscious state), their ego controls their
environment (how they want to be seen by others). While in an hypnotic state, their Id is
in control (what they really are to themselves). It is from the Id that alternate Egos can be
explored.
The "Non Living Character Ego" is fun. Think of any main character from any movie or
TV show that the subject is very involved. Then tell the person that they are going to take
a break, and rest, and their body will become, for example, "Captain Kirk".
Most Trekkies and fans of "Star Trek", from watching all of the shows over the years,
know every nuance and reaction that Kirk would have in any situation. Now, the subject,
becoming "Captain Kirk", leaves the realm of role-playing, and enters the world of true
alter-ego living.
Having taken this to its limits, for true-to-life "Dungeon and Dragons", or other roleplaying games, role-living games are a blast. People who play role-playing games spend
all their game-time creating their own character's ego. It is very easy for them to become
their character because the character is probably living the type of exciting life the person
would love to explore. This type of hypnosis requires great skill, and certainly has risk.
One time, while going through this type of session, using the foundations of "A little fear
and NO PAIN", a player, gilded in our finest armor (a coat), shielded well (a garbage can
lid), and armed with a solemn sword (a broom-handle), was taken out to a meadow (back
yard) for knight training. With me were two of the subject's best friends and a "game
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master" ((aka GM) this is what the person that creates the scenario of a war game and
maintains the action of all players and monsters).
When presented with the order of clearing a field of "Kobolds" (a rather weak monster
that travels in hordes, but could be killed by a strong enough sneeze), the player made
very cautious steps, well planted footings, and in each of our own imaginations, we could
see that the subject believed this was real (although he was the only one who could see
the kobolds) as each parry and thrust was precise and accurate.
The ogre he fought next was a bit more difficult. The evergreen tree that we announced
was an ogre took some brutal damage.
After a few more fights, our now seasoned warrior stood amongst us, and we talked. This
was only slightly hampered when the GM turned to this player and said,"I'm a Belrog."
The player lost a bit of color from his face, turned to look way up in the sky, and then
turned and ran into the night. "That was the correct move," the GM announced. Color
began fading from my face when I turned to the GM and asked, "What's a Belrog?" He
replied, "Oh, a Belrog is a twenty-five foot, or so, tall winged demon." It took us a halfhour to find the player.
Ever since this experience, I allow the GM to talk, but the player is not to take the
suggestion until I either give approval, or I restate the instruction in the most concentrated
way to assure that the player is made reasonably safe from the instruction.
Just so you know, this is the basis for a new type of experiments I am exploring at this
moment (November, 1995). I wish to merge Virtual Reality with Hypnosis. I believe that
the emotional basis of Reality is made more intact with a common acceptance that "this is
real, but you will not be hurt, and in case of your computer player is decimated to the
point of an end of a turn, that is when the reality experience will stop, and you will just
wait until your play begins again before the belief that this is real will turn back onto
control." It should be a wild ride, but I am more interested to see if people who normally
experience nausea with VR play will not have that problem if they simply accept the
environment as "Real."
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